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Basic concepts

There are fundamentally 4 degrees of freedom for controlling SSMM/downlink
 (Instrument) TM generation

• Normally-speaking this is an input, rather than DoF
• Certain limited circumstances

• Disable burst modes
• Contingency (E.g. severe station failure). May be necessary to revise the plan for TM generation
• Possibility to flush to SSMM later for e.g. PHI.

• N.b. simulations assume flat TM generation. Can make a big difference how data is generated within 
an orbit (e.g. each RSW the same or one RSW more heavily loaded). EID-A “orbit average rate” not precise 
enougth for planning in this respect.

 Stations
• Total downlink performance comes simply from the combination of orbit and station schedule.
• Total station hours already budgeted 
• There may be some possibilities to vary the station schedule, BUT this approach is limited

• Not guaranteed that specific requested patterns are actually schedulable
• Granted schedule not known before 6 months. Planning has to absorb the difference between assumed 

schedule and granted schedule
• SSMM constraints  limit how far we can move data from the interesting parts of the orbit to the best comms

performance parts of the orbit
 Downlink-share

• How the downlink performance shall be split between the bulk-science packet stores. 
• Prompt services (like HK, LLD) erode this DoF (because they always get priority)

 SSMM-share
• How the SSMM volume is divided up
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Downlink-share

 Any given trajectory (plus station allocation) gives us the total downlink performance
 First rights on the SSMM downlink capability in each pass go to

• Instrument HK, 
• Low-latency science, 

 SUBSEQUENTLY we need to divide up the remaining SSMM-downlink between the bulk stores 
• One way to do this is broadly “pro-rata” basis over a period (e.g. an orbit). I.e. he who is allocated more TM 

generation on-average (over this period) gets proportionally more downlink.
• This approach shares the latency and needed SSMM occupancy across all instruments
• In detail: With EID-A generation rates applied in a steady way across , now all IS instruments share a 

common curve of latency and proportional SSMM-usage, all RS-instruments likewise. RS and IS are not 
quite identical because they generate TM with a different distribution in time.

• An alternative (which in fact has an easier implementation in the SSMM) is “packet-by-packet” where (ignoring 
variations in packet size) the downlink is effectively divided evenly between the ten instruments.

• This approach amplifies the differences in generation rate, leading to most of the latency and SSMM 
occupancy being concentrated onto the highest overall TM producers (e.g. especially SWA), and little 
latency / SSMM occupancy for the lowest produces (e.g. STIX, MAG)

• One can illustrate this effect by imagining a simplified scenario with a fixed daily downlink performance 
which compensating 24 hours worth of 100 kbps generation. Now instruments with less that 10 kbps 
generation need no buffering (beyond the daily time between passes), and all the latency goes onto the 
instruments that generate above 10 kbps.

• Dependency on packet-size is unhelpful
• With either of these two approaches above

• The listed approach is how the period would be planned. In execution some tuning of the approach can be 
necessary to compensate the details of what actually happens day-to-day with the downlink performance.

• We are not guaranteeing a particular latency performance on bulk-science. It comes down “when it comes” 
based on the downlink performance.
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SSMM-share

 As with the downlink-share, we have to divide up the SSMM

 However, unlike the downlink-share, once the SSMM-share is implemented we can’t vary it, except 
at very specific opportunities. 

 N.B. EID-A v4 SSMM volume allocations 
• Were based on the assumption of 30 days of storage for RS and 60 days storage for IS.
• The IS allocation isn’t realistic. All sims show TM backlog far exceeding this
• Also depending on what exactly is done with the downlink-share, and how tight we are on the overall 

data-return, the RS allocation can be made to be too big or too small.

 There are different ways to share out the SSMM to the bulk-stores
• Empirical approach. It means running a simulation (with a particular downlink-share baseline) and 

allocating SSMM according to the result.
• Theoretical “Pro-rata” division of SSMM based on, for example, mean rate averaged over an orbit. 

(Which orbit duration– typical early mission, mean….)

• N.b. split between bulk stores has to be done once prompt services (HK, LLD) have been given space. 
Lower rate and driven by longest outage, rather than backlog.
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Summary

 Jayne will present some simulation results

 We did not yet come to a firm decision on how to allocate the downlink-share 
 Types of problem we are trying to solve are different in different trajectories
 The basic choice is

• Packet-by-packet, versus
• Pro-rata
although many complicated variations are possible (ask me at coffee). 

 Either choice has consequences, and other aspects of SSMM management are entangled in the 
choice. In the end SOC will implement one, chosen for both functionality and operational 
robustness/simplicity.
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Turn-Around Calibration Science

 Some instruments have identified the need, in specific limited circumstances, for a 
calibration cycle that leads promptly to new parameters onboard.

• Without a dedicated mechanism, in periods where latency is high, this calibration data 
(volume > LL volume) could take months to come down.

• We can call this general category Turn-Around Calibration science (TAC).
• Essentially this is bulk science that wants to “jump the queue” to avoid the typical science 

data latencies
• It should be obvious that this “queue jumping” is unhelpful with respect to managing both 

a limited downlink capability and stores that are fundamentally FIFO.
 For this reason 

• TAC science will be strictly limited volume, exceptional use only. Nominally OFF.
• TAC usage agreed in advance, only on the basis of need (turn-around calibration), as part 

of LTP planning
• Implemented as a single shared-resource packet store
• Routing to this store performed under the control of SOC. 
• TAC will count toward the instrument’s TM allocation
• Specific time-period over which a “normal science” APID is redirected to the TAC store 

(avoids the need for yet more APIDs/routing control at instrument-level)
• The downlink of normal bulk science belonging to the TAC-using instrument will be 

delayed  to compensate the downlink taken by TAC (i.e. no other instruments data will be 
slowed delayed because of this).


